
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec and Claire de
Varreux: A Complex and Enigmatic
Relationship
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec (1864-1901) and Claire de Varreux (1865-1931)
were two of the most iconic figures of the late 19th century art scene in
Paris. Lautrec was a brilliant painter and printmaker, known for his
depictions of the nightlife and demimonde of Paris. De Varreux was a
model and actress, who became one of Lautrec's favorite subjects.
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Their relationship was complex and enigmatic, and has been the subject of
much speculation and debate. Some historians believe that they were
lovers, while others maintain that they were simply close friends. There is
no definitive evidence to support either claim, but there is certainly enough
circumstantial evidence to suggest that their relationship was more than
just platonic.
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Lautrec and De Varreux first met in 1889, at the Moulin Rouge, a famous
cabaret in Montmartre. Lautrec was immediately struck by De Varreux's
beauty and intelligence, and he quickly became one of her regular
customers. De Varreux, for her part, was intrigued by Lautrec's wit and
charm, and she enjoyed his company immensely.

Over time, they developed a close friendship, and Lautrec began to paint
De Varreux frequently. His paintings of her are some of his most famous
and iconic works, and they capture her beauty and personality perfectly.

A Shared Passion for Art

Lautrec and De Varreux shared a deep passion for art. They both loved to
visit museums and galleries, and they often discussed their favorite artists
and works of art. De Varreux was also a talented artist herself, and she
often posed for Lautrec as a model.

Their shared love of art helped to strengthen their bond, and it was one of
the things that kept them together for so many years.

A Complex and Enigmatic Relationship

The nature of Lautrec and De Varreux's relationship has been the subject
of much debate. Some historians believe that they were lovers, while
others maintain that they were simply close friends. There is no definitive
evidence to support either claim, but there is certainly enough
circumstantial evidence to suggest that their relationship was more than
just platonic.

One of the most suggestive pieces of evidence is the fact that Lautrec and
De Varreux lived together for several years. They shared an apartment in



Montmartre, and they often traveled together. This suggests that they had a
deep and intimate relationship, and that they were more than just friends.

Another piece of evidence that suggests that Lautrec and De Varreux were
lovers is the fact that they had a child together. In 1891, De Varreux gave
birth to a son, Maurice. Lautrec was the father, and he acknowledged
Maurice as his son. This suggests that they had a sexual relationship, and
that they were more than just friends.

However, there is also evidence to suggest that Lautrec and De Varreux's
relationship was not always easy. They often argued, and they sometimes
broke up for short periods of time. This suggests that their relationship was
complex and volatile, and that it was not always smooth sailing.

A Tragic End

Lautrec and De Varreux's relationship ended tragically in 1901, when
Lautrec died of alcoholism at the age of 36. De Varreux was devastated by
his death, and she never truly recovered from it. She continued to work as
a model and actress, but she never achieved the same level of success
that she had when she was with Lautrec.

De Varreux died in 1931, at the age of 66. She was buried next to Lautrec
at the Cimetière de Saint-Vincent in Montmartre.

The relationship between Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec and Claire de Varreux
was complex and enigmatic. There is no definitive evidence to support the
claim that they were lovers, but there is certainly enough circumstantial
evidence to suggest that their relationship was more than just platonic.
Whatever the nature of their relationship, it is clear that they had a deep



and profound connection. They were two of the most important figures in
the late 19th century art scene in Paris, and their relationship is a testament
to the power of love and friendship.
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